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CHAPTER IV: DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Because the amount of collected data and the structure of the study, this chapter will combine
data collection procedures, data analysis and both results and finding.
4.1 Literally review
Online marketing is based on constantly developing technology, and because
technology is developing in such fast pace, it is only logical continuum that those significant elements in digital
marketing sector, such as search engines, are constantly evolving and changing their operating principles and
ultimately getting smarter. Because of the given situation, finding high-quality and up-to-date information today
about content marketing, digital customer behavior or other online trends through search engines is incredibly
easy.
Traditional hardcover books can’t simply follow the rapidly changing trends, and therefore, the literally review
of the research problem will be in most parts based on Internet sources such as studies, guides, eBooks,
infographics, trend reports, professional blogs and articles dealing with content marketing planning and
implementing processes. The information will be gathered from various sources were then compared to each
other and critically evaluated to form a coherent and logical whole.
4.2 Mission and vision
Businesses of all sizes, from small business owners to multinational corporations, regardless of
where they stand in the business life cycle, will need goals to make them push forward, get motivated to perform
better, and maintain the success of their businesses. This said, any content marketing process should begin with
defining vision and mission statements and align content with those statements and plan set of long goals to get
closer to defined vision and mission (MOZ).
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A mission statement is defined to describe organization’s overall intention, while a vision statement is intended
to describe how organization would appear in a future successful state. In other words, together they create a
mental image of the future state that the organization wishes to achieve. Thus, they give timeless, overarching
principles that express the company’s reason for being, to be effective and grow (SHRM, 2013).
4.2.1 MyAgent mission statement
There are numerous BPO companies in the world, but MyAgent sets itself apart with a mission
statement that goes beyond outsourcing operations and responsibilities: To empower every person to enjoy
success and to free up time for better everyday life. Mission statement combines both, the values that everybody
has an opportunity to grow a successful business, and the values that everybody now has a chance to free up
their time to improve their quality of life.

4.2.2 MyAgent vision statement
MyAgent’s vision statement goes well hand in hand with their mission statement: To become
the guiding light for businesses of all sizes when everything else is simply contributing to confusion.” MyAgent
is promising their clients to always be their trusted friend to help them overcome all obstacles and grow their
business, when otherwise they would find themselves in a situation being exhausted and uncertain. In addition,
this statement is differentiating them from competitors, who are stated to “simply contributing to confusion”.

4.3 MyAgent content marketing goals
Every marketing campaigns need to work out a set of goals, of how they will help a company to
get closer to its future successful state. MyAgent have two primary goals for its content marketing campaign:
• Generate brand awareness
• Generate leads
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The given goals are later chopped into more specific content marketing objectives. In this point, it is enough to
know what for content marketing will be implemented, so marketers will know where to focus during current
performance analysis and content audit. Only after these processes, and after conducting customer and keyword
research, it is possible to set objectives to achieve those goals, that are specific, measurable attainable, relevant
and time bound-bound.
Note, objectives can be found from appendix section.

4.4 Overview of how brand is perceived
Before jumping into current performance analysis, marketers must identify how is the brand
currently performing in terms of its mission and vision statements and what are its specific value propositions
and core competencies. MyAgent started out as a well-respected BPO company in 2014 and their services are
more secure than most competitors, i.e. offering a risk free assistant trial, and as a result their current customer
base is mostly startups and mid-level investment firms who have decided to delegate non-core tasks to third
parties, but who the love the security and are looking to keep tight control over these tasks.
Recently, MyAgent been excited about the idea of investing more in the marketing, specifically in online, so
they have decided to implement content marketing as part of their overall strategy. Now, next step is to conduct
on-site performance analysis, identifying what is and is not going well with the brand's current content, and
more importantly, does the current content support how MyAgent’s mission and vision is perceived?

4.5 Performance analysis
As any marketing campaign, also content marketing strategy should be always started by
situation analysis. This will indicate marketers how their prior efforts have performed, and are there any major
flaws, that need to be done better in future. Because this study focuses on-site marketing, performance analysis
will only measure key performance indicators of the root domain myagent.fi.
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4.5.1 Domain and page authority
A great way to start analyzing a website’s overall performance, is by checking its domain
authority (DA) score. DA is that statistical measure which is used to find out the reputation of a certain website,
based on algorithm and combination of all link metrics. DA score ranges from one to 100, with higher scores
corresponding to a greater ability to rank in search engines. Score is calculated by evaluating linking root
domains, number of total links, into a single DA score. This score can then be used when comparing websites
or tracking the ranking strength of a website over time (MOZ).
In addition to DA, Open Site Explorer also offers other valuable authority and page link metrics for marketers
to understand their website overall popularity and performance better. These other authority metrics include:
page authority (PA) and spam score. Page link metrics includes: Just-discovered links and established links.

Figure 10. MOZ Open Site Explorer www.myagent.fi authority and page link metrics.
Running a page authority test with MOZ open site explorer tool showed that the root domain myagent.fi DA
score is 17, in scale of 0 to 100. Which means DM score is very low. DA as low as 17, will result in huge losses
of traffic and ranking. However, the good news is, it's significantly easier to grow DA score i.e. from 20 to 30
than it is to grow from 70 to 80.
PA measures the strength of individual pages. The difference between page authority and domain authority is
rather significant as page authority is the ranking potential of a single web page whereas domain authority tells
us about the overall ranking potential of the entire domain or subdomains (Small SEO Tools). Myagent.fi PA is
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only 27, that will result in losses of traffic and ranking. However, it is the strongest page of the entire domain
of myagent.fi.

4.5.2 Root domain link metrics
Just-discovered links is telling the number of links to a certain page, found over the past 60 days.
It helps to identify recently created URLs and links. This data can be used to manage brand and understand the
page conversations better (MOZ).
The number of just-discovered links of myagent.fi is 0, which tells that there have not been any link activities
in last 60 days.
Established links refer to root domain links and total links of a given website. Root domains shows the number
of unique inbound links containing at least one linking page to the given URL. Two links from the same website
would only be counted as one linking root domain. Thus, the more connected website is to the greater the
authority the search engines will consider that site to have (MOZ).
The number of root domains links of myagent.fi is as low as 4, which indicates their website is not popular and
they haven’t practiced any prior linking building activities.
Whereas root domains show the total number of unique inbound links, total links refer to all links in given
website. Total number of links in a certain page include: internal, external, followed and no-followed links. This
can give marketers a clear picture of root domains link structure. The total number of myagent.fi links are 20,
which indicates the lack of link building activities, external linking and social sharing.

4.5.3 Spam score
Spam score is telling the number of spam flags that were discovered for certain subdomain. The
score is simple, it just records the quantity of spam flags the subdomain triggers. Correlations have showed that
no flag was more likely than others to mean a domain was penalized or banned in Google, but firing many flags
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had a very strong. Spam score breaks down in three risk groups: Low risk, medium risk and high risk. Low risk
is 0 to 4 spam flags and no actions are needed. Medium risk is 5 to 7 spam flags, and some action are
recommended to prevent the risk of getting penalized by Google in future. High risk is 8 to 17 spam flags, and
actions are needed, because a subdomain is penalized or banned by Google (Fishkin, 2015).
Spam score of myagent.fi is score is 3, in scale of 0 to 17. It goes under low risk category and this far, it is the
only score that doesn’t require any extra attention.

4.5.4 Website key performance indicators
After measuring the site’s DA score, next step is to dig a bit deeper for more specific data from
a given website. For this, there is a free analytical tool Google Analytics. Google Analytics is a free web
analytics service offered by Google that tracks and reports site’s key performance indicators (KPIs), which are
measurable values that demonstrates how well a website is achieving its goals, (Klipfolio) i.e. number and
characteristics of visitors coming to a website/ single page, which keywords are getting them there, where are
they coming from and how convincing a landing page truly is etc. However, this analysis focus on generic data,
and later, conducting a content marketing audit will drill down deeper into existing site content performance
and popularity.
Analysis of the overall performance of myagent.fi will be based on KPIs and setting timeline is January 1 st,
2017 to August 23rd, 2017. In this point, it will be enough to have a quick glance of myagent.fi audience,
acquisition and behavior reports.

4.5.5 Audience report
Google Analytics audience reports provide an in-depth look at your community’s traffic and the
behavior of users after they arrive. It also provides a graph that displays session in given time line. Supplemental
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to the graph, you are provided a table of the following raw statistics: Session, users, pageviews, pages per
session, average session duration, bounce rate and new sessions.
Firstly, Google Analytics defines a single website visit to as a session. The number in this report, 2,948 sessions,
is the total number of sessions for a given date range, from January 1st, 2017 to August 23rd, 2017. A single user
may have generated multiple sessions and that’s why the total number of users, 2,376 users, will always be
lower than the total session count (Englishby, 2016).

Figure 11. Google Analytics www.myagent.fi audience overview.
The “good” number of sessions depends on the size of a niche. However, the graph shows that the number of
sessions has gone steadily down, when on January the number of sessions was 759, on the July it was 257 and
going even more down on August. This drop is explained of turning down Google AdWords search paid
campaign on the end of February. However, turning down the paid search was a right decision, because there
was no keyword research behind it nor relevant content to match queries. Stats showed that search paid
campaign bounce rate was very high, 85.41 percent and average session duration only 20 seconds (Chapdelaine,
2016).
The total number of website pages viewed are called pageviews. Unless specified, these are not unique
pageviews, i.e. the same page can be counted multiple times within a single user session. Therefore, unique
pageviews are better KPIs to measure the overall popularity (Englishby, 2016).
Pages per session and average session duration are described as engagement metrics, because they show how
well visitors are engaged with the site content. Pages per session is the number of pages on average that users
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visited during a single session, whereas average session duration is the average length of time a visitor spent
during a single session.
Bounce rate is used to describe the phenomenon, when a user visits a site, and then leaves again without visiting
any other pages on that site or triggering any events. High bounce rate is generally considered bad, while a high
number of pages per visit is good, which is not true in all cases. I.e. if visitors can find everything they are
looking for from the landing page, bounce rate is high, yet the website is performing well. However, then
average session duration should be high as well. In turn, if pages per visit is good, but average session duration
low, this means visitors are bouncing from one page to another and having difficulties to navigate or finding the
information they need (Englishby, 2016).
On myagent.fi average session duration is 58 seconds and bounce rate is 70.28 percent. The bounce rate is very
high, but the question is, does the landing have all relevant content visitors need, so that visitors don’t need to
navigate any further? To find out, 10 people were selected to open myagent.fi website the first time and read
the entire page content and each performance was clocked. The average time was 3 minutes 20 seconds, that is
over three times higher than the average session duration 58 session. Based on this simple test and average
session duration, website content is not optimized for its audience, and therefore doesn’t generate interest or
feeling of relevancy among its visitors (Chapdelaine, 2016).
Lastly, the new versus returning visitors pie chart can be useful, especially
when measuring whether a content strategy has increased the ratio of new
visitors on site. It simply tells the percent of new visitors and returning
visitors for a given time range.

Figure 12. Google Analytics
www.myagent.fi new visitors
versus returning visitors.

The large number of 77.8 percent new visitors and low number of returning
visitors 22.2 indicates that is not worthwhile to visit myagent.fi website more
than once, which means 77.8 percent didn’t find what they were looking for
or simply didn’t consider the content interesting, thus never came back. Note,
that blog is a great way to generate interest and make visitors return to the
website.
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4.5.6 Acquisition report
The acquisition overview shows the main sources sending visitors to a website, as well as the
associated acquisition, behavior and conversions data for each source of traffic. Google is named these traffic
sources as top five channels. In addition, if goals have been set up, the report will show how well each channel
drives conversions (Hines, 2014). As important as it is to know who comprises the website audience, it’s equally
important to know how audience finds the website. This allows marketers to focus their efforts on bringing more
traffic through the optimal channels (Kucheriavy).

Figure 13. Google Analytics www.myagent.fi acquisition overview.
Before analyzing traffic sources of www.myagent.fi, the first task is to break down the meaning of each channel.
A channel is a Google’s term for groups of similar types of website traffic. As it can be seen from the graph
above, these include five top channels:
• Organic Search. It refers to visitors who come to a website through search engines, such as Google or
Bing.
• Paid search. It refers to visitors who arrive to a website through paid search such as Google AdWords
paid search campaign.
• Direct. It refers to visitors who arrive to a website without a traceable referral source such as typing
website URL into address bar, through newsletter or using a bookmark on their browser.
• Referral. It refers to visitors who arrive to a website from another site by clicking on a link. Note, these
links are called inbound links and the quality of these links is valuable SEO factor.
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• Social. It refers to visitors who arrive to a website from a social network such as Facebook.
Direct traffic brings the highest number of sessions, 1,028 sessions, to myagent.fi. This indicates majority of
visitors who arrive on the website are already familiar with their brand. Other notables KPIs include: Bounce
rate that 87.06 percent, average session duration is 45 seconds and number of pages per session is 1.2. These
KPIs indicates that visitors who are searching for agent.fi website are not spending much time on the site and
they do not navigate from landing page to another page.
Organic search brings the second highest number of sessions, 775, to myagent.fi. This is a very low number of
searches for a given date range of almost eight months. This clearly shows, that the website does not have much
any search engine presence and to bring more organic traffic on site, SEO tactics need to put use. Other KPIs
include: Average session duration 1 minute 40 seconds, bounce rate 87.06% and pages per session 1.53. Average
session duration is almost two times higher than the second highest channel’s 52 seconds, making organic traffic
quality higher than other channels. However, bounce rate is incredibly high, meaning that most visitors leave
after right after landing a page.
Referral brings the third highest number of sessions, 719, to myagent.fi. Referral traffic is usually high-quality
if it comes from respected website that are related to destination URLs industry. Referral traffic has the highest
pages per session and after organic search, it has the seconds highest session duration of 52 seconds.
Unfortunately bounce rate very high as is the case in other channels too, with bounce rate of 85,49 percent.
Myagent need to consider outreaching tactics such as link building as part of their content promotion, once they
start publishing high quality content on their website.
Social traffics brings the lowest number of sessions, only 193. Average session duration is 24 seconds, bounce
rate 85,49% and pages per session 1.18. This simply means MyAgent is not active in its social media channels,
and those visitors who has visited their page through social media, haven’t found anything relevant or interesting
in their site. Again, as part of content promotion, MyAgent should start publishing its blog postings and any
other relevant content to its social media fan bases.
The paid search number of sessions only show 223, because as mentioned previously, Google AdWords
campaign was shut done due to its weak performance of, having a very high bounce rate 85.41 percent, low
pages per session 1.65 and average session duration as low as 20 seconds. Google AdWords campaign can bring
high-quality traffic on website, but the campaign needs to be planned carefully. This include precise keyword
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research and setting goals to measure conversation rates. Otherwise, it is almost impossible to say whether the
money invested in paid search campaign is bringing high-quality traffic or not.
As mentioned, in addition to measuring KPIs of each traffic channel, acquisition reports also provide marketers
to set up goals for not only their paid search campaigns, but also to all the other channel on website to measure
the success of on-site marketing efforts. MyAgent haven’t utilized this important feature, and as part of their
content strategy, they need to set up goals on their website to measure and control their on-site marketing efforts
in future.
4.5.7 Behavior report
Just as audience overview, the behavior overview report provides a graph showing the amount
of traffic a website receives and some additional metrics, namely unique pageviews and percent of exit.
However, behavior reports focus on individual pages on a website rather than the whole website, i.e. showing
the most-viewed pages and in-page click data used by visitors. This allows marketers to discover what content
visitors prefer and dislikes. This data is a gold mine for marketers when they conduct a content marketing
audit. Utilizing this valuable data can lead to higher quality content, improved SEO, better user experience
(UX) and conversion rates, among other positive benefits (Chapdelaine, 2016).
Analyzing myagent.fi root domain pointed out, that only the homepage is linked to Google analytics account,
and therefore Google Analytics can only break down the traffic on homepage. The other pages, that haven’t
been linked to Google Analytics account are: myagent.fi/referenssit/, myagent.fi/yritys/, myagent.fi/tarina/,
myagent.fi/tyontekijat/, myagent.fi/kumppanit/ and myagent.fi/faq/.
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Figure 14. Google Analytics www.myagent.fi behavior overview.
Another great feature of behavior overview is the user flow report. It is number of web pages that show how a
visitor moves one from site to another and steps how a visitor performs a particular task during a website visit
or other UX process. Users flow helps to identify traffic patterns, high traffic pages, and high drop-off pages –
the bounce rate pages. As mentioned, MyAgent haven’t linked other pages to Google Analytics than its home
page. Therefore, user flow report shows 100 percent drop-off after starting page, which is homepage
(Crestodina, 2015).
In addition to behavior flow and the fact that all pages excluding the home page are not tracked, report also
showed, that there are numerous unrelated pages on their behavior overview i.e. /showbutton.to, /google-liarru-spam-in-analytics/, /news/google-g/ etc. This is called referrer spam. It is a unique type of spam content that
is visible through the web analytics dashboard, generally only to a website administrator. If it does not stop in
future and it keep on coming with higher volumes, it can disrupt marketing analysis, and/or it cause a higher
server load and weaken SERPs. Therefore, it needs to be monitored in future. If spamming continues in higher
numbers, counter actions can be taken, i.e. spam can be prevented by blocking related URS (Jones, 2015).
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Figure 15. Google Analytics www.myagent.fi user flow.
4.5.8 Keyword ranking overview
To understand current keyword rankings, Google Search Console’s search analytics function is
a great tool to find the top keywords of a given website and the site ranks with each key term. Especially, if a
company has an on-going SEO strategy, search analytics can show whether or not keyword targeting is making
any progress. Data is based on clicks, impressions, click-through rate (CTR) and position of a certain search
query. It delivers insights into how a website is performing regarding the overall organic search traffic from
Google (Adam, 2015).
The disadvantage of Google’s search console is that it only allows to show data from last 90 days. However,
there are other freemium tools, such as SEMrush keyword research tool for SEO, that will show all-time top
keywords of a particular site and a lot of addition data for SEO.
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Figure 16. Google search console myagent.fi search analytics function
In addition to prior tools, there are also such tools available as SERP.com keyword rank checker, that allows
marketers to survey a specific keyword rank. In the beginning of SEO campaign, marketers can get the
understanding how they rank with a given keyword, so they can decide whether targeting a specific term of
phrase is worthwhile the effort and they don’t have to do it manually, which can be very time-consuming
process.

Figure 17. SEMrush www.myagent.fi all-time top keywords.
Understanding the current keyword rankings is the foundation of a keyword research. This quick keyword check
pointed out that MyAgent haven’t targeted any specific keywords in their website. For example, mygagent.fi
ranks in number 33 position with the keyword “assistentti”. This indicates, it can be a challenging task to achieve
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the top Google rank, but still doable with a well-planned content strategy. This data will be used later in keyword
research.

Figure 18. SERP.com keyword check for term assistentti. Myagent.fi ranked in position 33.

4.6 Content audit
After analyzing the overall performance of a website, the next step marketers should take is to
conduct a content audit. Why companies are conducting content audits and is it necessary? The answer is yes,
and companies may have different approaches on why and how they conduct it. There could be numerous
reasons, and therefore, there is no so-called correct way to conduct a content audit. However, as a rule of thumb,
content audits are typically performed at least for two key reasons: SEO and/ or content marketing. Obviously,
there is no reason why not to conduct content audit to improve both areas.
It all begins by creating a spreadsheet of site’s all content assets. In this point marketers must have goals why
they are conducting a content audit. MyAgent is determined to improve both areas and it is performing content
audit to identify ways to improve their organic search performance, pinpoint which past content marketing
pieces have performed best, determine which content topics audience seems to prefer, locate gaps in the content
provided for different stages of content marketing funnel and to generate ideas for future content pieces. The
spreadsheet of MyAgent’s content audit can be found in appendices.

4.6.1 SEO audit
Implementing a SEO audit is a foundation to identify site’s any SEO weak spots. By creating a
list of site’s keywords, optimized images, count of words, and any other components that are associated with
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each content asset on site and comparing them to current page rankings, marketers can make decisions based
on actual data what improvements need to be done to make site’s nature search performance better. Especially
in MyAgent’s case, where most traffic into their site comes through referrals, it crucial to find out why the flow
of organic search traffic to their site is low.
While analyzing SEO metrics, it is easy cataloging down content marketing data as well while doing the list.
As said, the other primary reason for conducting a content audit is to evaluate the status of site’s current content
marketing efforts and for MyAgent content audit was done examine both SEO factors and quality of existing
content. This study starts SEO audit by evaluating myagent.fi site structure.

4.6.2 Site structure
A website’s structure refers to how the website is set up, i.e. how the individual subpages are
linked to one another. It is particularly important that crawlers can find all subpages quickly and easily.
Another important aspect is how the site is built, is it manually hard coded or is it hosted by a content
management system (CMS).
As starting the SEO audit for MyAgent, the first observation was that root domain myagent.fi is a custom built,
coded with hypertext markup language, (HTML) cascading style sheet (CSS) and JavaScript (JS), which means
no CMS has been used and that every page is hardcoded. Secondly, their blog is located on subdomain, hosted
by WordPress CMS. This indicates, that when they started building their website, they have used a third-party
member to manually hardcode website for them, and later they have created a blog using CMS, so they could
publish and manage their blog content themselves. Otherwise, to add a new blog post on hardcoded website
they would have to hardcode ever publication, in other words create each page manually.
Now, considering the situation that MyAgent will implement content marketing to generate brand awareness, it
is expected that they will publish several pieces of on-site content per week. However, currently to do so, they
will always need help from someone with technical knowledge to add content on their root domain, because
they do not have in-house expertise in HTML, CSS and JS. This is not an optimal situation to begin the first
content marketing campaign, because this situation creates a dilemma: In terms of SEO, it is not recommendable
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to keep blog on separate subdomain, but if transferring the blog under root domain, adding a new blogpost on
hardcoded website, every publication must be hardcoded manually, in other words create each page manually,
like discussed previously in this chapter.
4.6.3 Subfolder and subdomain
Before deciding where the blog should be located, it is important to understand the basics of
subdomains and subfolders. Subfolders represent levels of pages within each subdomain of a website. For
example, if a blog is located on www.domainname.com/blog the, blog is in subfolder. Alternatively, company
can set its blog as its own subdomain. Instead of “www.domainname”, company could set its subdomain as
blog., for example “blog.domainnaname.com”, when it becomes a separate site from the main domain
www.domainname.com (HubSpot, 2016).
But what does this all mean SEO-wise? How to utilize subfolders and subdomains and which is best for SEO?
This is a very typical question for marketers and it mostly arises when a business owner is looking to create a
blog for its website. As just mentioned, company has two options for this, or place the blog on a completely
new domain. When MyAgent decided to create a professional blog for their website, blog was set to be as its
own subdomain blog.myagent.fi, being separate site from their main domain myagent.fi.
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Figure 19. Site structures examples of subdomain and subfolder.
The reason why MyAgent created their blog implementing subdomain, was simply because of it is easier to
manage with CMS. Also, when they first build their root domain, there was no strategic goals for on-site
marketing or knowledge of utilize SEO in further purposes. They didn’t have content marketing in mind, when
they used third party member to hardcode their website manually. And now, situation is this. For SEO purposes,
it is always advised to use a subfolder over a separate subdomain (Emerson, 2017).
The simple reason is that search engines are always treating subdomains as independent and unique websites
and it leads site owner to an unfavorable situation where the subdomain competes with the main domain in
terms of SEO. In other words, when there is one domain with different subdomains established, search engines
will treat each differently. Also, any backlink authority that has been earned for the main domain will not be
passed onto the subdomains. This is important to keep in mind, especially sites who has established a strong
backlink authority, because it means starting over the whole process of link building if creating a subdomain.
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It is also good to keep in mind, that there could be also various reasons for companies to use subdomain or a
completely new domain over a subfolder. For instance, if a company need to establish a separate domain for
niches of users customize content for each region. In this case, a subdomain could be established to implement
multilingual approach.

Figure 20. Domain authority subdomain vs. subfolder.
Also, company might face a situation where it needs establish a separate mobile compatible site to optimize
user experience. There can be also numerous other reasons, but whatever the reason might be behind the decision
to establish subdomain or new domain, it need to be explained and rationalized on how exactly the company
will benefit from it (Emerson, 2017).
This said, because any of these examples above are not the case for MyAgent website, there is no rational reason
to keep their blog in subdomain. Instead of this, they should set it in subdirectory to improve their website SEO
performance. After all, this is one of the primary goals for their on-site marketing efforts and it would be
ineffective to create content and drive traffic to two separate sites, leading these sites to compete with links and
traffic with each other. But in current situation, if blog will be transferred under root domain, it will be very
difficult to manage without CMS and there is no in-house expertise to manually hardcode each piece of content.
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4.6.4 Changing myagent.fi site structure
This case was presented to a web design company to find the best solution for MyAgent blog
and domain structure based on their consultation. They were asked a recommendation and costs estimations of
different domain structure scenarios.
First option was to transfer blog.myagent.fi under the root domain myagent.fi, in such way as myagent.fi/blog.
This blog page would be then divided into three separate blog sections i.e. customer service, sales and marketing.
So, if taking the first the first option, the URL must be
changed and the pointers to the blog site, re-design it and
change the structure. However, they didn’t recommend the
first option mainly because two reasons. Firstly, the fact
that the main site and the blog would be still two different
websites under one domain would remain. Also, if
creating a brand-new page for the blog under myagent.fi,
adding a new blogpost on hardcoded website will require
hardcoding every blogpost manually.

Figure 21. Blog in subfolder.

The other option is not only changing the blog structure
and location, but also change the main domain site
structure to improve user experience (UX) through
optimized site navigation.
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Figure 22. Blog in subdomain and changing domain structure
If taking the second option, MyAgent would still have to follow the scenario from first option, but they would
also have completely re-code the pages manually. This would be the best solution navigation- and SEO-wise,
but unfortunately the fact that the domain is hardcoded and no CMS has been used, remains, so each page should
be coded manually using HTML, CSS and JV.
Third option was to keep blog on subdomain, and re-design and change the structure. Now, blog would remain
hosted by WordPress, keeping the blog as CMS driven. In current way, publishing content can be done in-house,
and no deep understanding of technicalities is needed. However, this is also not recommended option, because
blog is only top-of-funnel tactic and creating top- and middle-of-funnel tactics i.e. product pages or call-toactions elements on root domain will always require third party member, also domain and subdomain competes
in Google rankings, making SEO efforts remarkable challenging.
Fourth option, and the recommended action, was to re-build the website completely using a CMS of own choice,
following the new site structure as shown in figure 22. This would give MyAgent more dynamic pages like
services i.e. it is better to think of a CMS driven site where they need to input the content and dynamic templating
takes care of the appearance, addresses etc. In this case there would be a point to re-build the website completely
using a CMS of your choice.
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This would give MyAgent great opportunity to re-think their website structure and optimize it for sales funnel
and customer life cycle to improve conversion rates. Also, all on-site content could be optimized and managed
in-house using selected CMS. Because their current traffic volumes and rankings are low, this wouldn’t be loss
in terms of SEO or brand awareness. However, SEO efforts would take approximately two months to start taking
effect, but once they do, they would improve SERPs of main domain, rather than rankings of two separate sites.
In a nutshell, all the other options than number four, all changes in domain, even the minor ones, must be done
through third party member, which will complicate the execution of content marketing, and it is likely to
eventually increase costs of content marketing. In turn, building a website that can be managed in-house through
CMS will save time and money in the long-run.
Note, estimated costs of each option will be found in chapter return of investment of content marketing.
4.6.5 On-site meta tags
Meta tags have been one of the most basic HTML elements of SEO, and although high SERP
ranking in 2017 has more to do with page’s high-quality content and its relevance than keyword targeting,
optimizing meta tags still play notable role in SEO. Meta tags are snippets of text in page’s source code and
they are used to describe site content. Search engines read meta tags to compare if these descriptions and
keywords are related with the visible content. Optimizing on-site meta tags help search engines to identify who
the site owner is, what does the site owner do, and most importantly, what the site owner is writing about.
Eventually this will help to increase the organic rank of one’s website on SERPs (Lidsey, 2017).
There are numerous meta tags beyond just keywords and descriptions, but fundamentally for markets at least
those two are the elements they need to understand and work with. Furthermore, based on the content audit,
the most significant places to optimize for chosen keywords on-site are: Title tags, mega descriptions, image
titles & alt text and headings & content.
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4.6.6 Title tags
A title tag is an HTML element that is used to define the title of a given web page. They are
shown on SERPs as the clickable headline for a given search result, and are essential for social sharing, usability
and SEO. Title tags are intended to be a concise and precise description of a page's content. It is located in the
header and held information that is relevant to SEO. Every title tag on each page should be unique that describes
the exact content of the page.

Figure 23. Example how title tags show in Google searches and in site source code.

Content audit pointed out that those sites that were crawled, in both MyAgent domain and subdomain, there
was no missing tittle tags or duplications. However, the examined tittle tags should be more be descriptive and
readable to match the exact content, and they can contain as much as 65 characters. To mention, i.e. one title
tag contained over 100 characters. In addition, only few pages included brand name mention in their title tags.
By adding brand mention can help to establish a higher click-through rate for people who like and are familiar
with a brand. Also, something to keep in mind in future, by including one of the target keywords or phrases in
meta tag can help searchers to identify that the results are relevant to query. Lastly, if the keywords are placed
close to the beginning of the title tag, they will be more helpful for ranking and users will be more likely to click
them in the search results.
Because tittle tags are such a crucial part of SEO, the recommendations above should be taken into action to
cover the critical steps and optimize title tags for SEO and better usability.
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4.6.7 Meta descriptions
The meta description tags are primary used to describe the page to searchers as they read through
the search results below the title and URL. Unlike like title tags, descriptions don’t have direct impact on
rankings, but they are very important regardless. They are describing to the searcher whether they should click
the result they find and by catching the user's attention, meta descriptions can increase click through rate and
those clicks most certainly do influence SERPs. By using one of the target phrases or keywords in meta
description will help users to know that page content is relevant to their query. Marketers have 160 characters

Figure 24. Example how meta description show in Google searches and in site source code.
to use for each page to persuade users to enter on the page, and therefore, description need to be very usercentered keeping customer needs in mind.
MyAgent domain and subdomain crawled page results showed that there are three high priority matters in terms
of meta descriptions that need to be optimized better. First, many pages are missing the entire meta description
and therefore users cannot decide is the content for their quarries relevant and does the pages match the
information they are looking for. Secondly, there are several duplications that should avoided. As with title tags,
meta description should be directly relevant to the page it describes, and unique from the descriptions for other
pages. Lastly, a page's meta description should apply the targeted keywords in natural, non-spammy way, thus,
being compelling for searchers to click the page (MOZ).
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4.6.8 Image Alt Text & Titles
Another way to optimize on-page content for search engines is to include keywords in image alt
text and titles. These both elements are attributes that should be added to an image tag in HTML and can be
valuable for SEO and useful for users. For example, in source code image tag it might look like this: <img
class="alignCenter shadow" src="image.jpg"alt= "image-description" title="image flowers"/> (Lidsey, 2017).
Because search engine crawlers cannot see the actual images on webpages, image alt text help search engines
to understand what each image is about. Otherwise images cannot be found in the search. Google have
confirmed that its primary focus is on alt text when search engines are trying to understand what an image is
about. In addition to search engine, image alt text is used to describe users what the image is about and get them
interested to see it. Image alt text will display inside the image container and tell readers what that there should
be an image.
Image title tags are also used as describing the image, but they only show if the image is displayed. that pops
up when users hover s their mouse over the image. Ideally image title should be concise, catchy, relevant, catchy
and provide additional information about the image (Search Engine Journal).
The imaginary in MyAgent domain and subdomain doesn’t follow recommendable optimization of image alt
and text and titles. They are missing entirely the image title tags and most images alt texts are not describing
the picture and therefore they don’t help users or search engine bots understand the images. Optimization should
also include keywords in a way they would make sense with the page content. This not only helps with web
search, but also image search, which can occasionally bring valuable traffic if the image descriptions are relevant
to query. Even though adding keywords to these image attributes may seem minor, it is worth the effort to name
images to something accurate and descriptive. However, adding engaging and relevant images, videos or any
other engaging content in addition to plain text can reduce bounce rate and increase time on site which both are
big SEO factors.
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4.6.9 Headings & Content
It is important to use keywords in headings and content, as readers are much more likely to stay
on a page if they can see the terms they had searched for on it. In terms of SEO, taking an advantage of keywords
can help improve the SERP placement. This will include optimizing title <h1> tags, subheading <h2> tags and
the actual written content between <p> tags.
Site owners must be careful when they are looking to benefit from keyword usage and targeting mainly because
of two factors. Fist reason is simple: Content should always consider visitor's user experience first. If the content
looks spammy and/ or doesn’t match the search quarries, it will give website a bad reputation. Secondly, by
abusing keywords the website might fall foul of search engines punitive quality algorithms which will result
SERP to drop. Since search engines, especially Google, has gotten more intelligent at being able to identify
when people are keyword-stuffing their content, site owners must make sure that they are using keywords in
natural way. Whenever publishing new content or updating old, the main emphasis is what matters to the
audience and not how many times a certain keyword phrase or a single keyword can be included in the content.
This is the right way to naturally optimize content for important keywords (Lidsey, 2017).
MyAgent hasn’t practiced any keyword abuse, but it hasn’t practiced any natural on-page keyword optimization
either. In other words, there are lot to improve SEO-wise. There are many well proven techniques for keyword
usage to help create pages that are well-optimized. It is recommended that MyAgent will implement the
following process when they create new content for their website. Keyword phrase or single keyword should
be used:
• In the title <h1> tag at least once. Keyword phrase should be as close to the beginning of the title tag
as possible.
• Include target keyword in at least one <h2> subheading.
• Once prominently near the top of the page. It should appear in the first 100 words.
• At least two or three times, including variations, in the body copy <p> on the page. It can include more,
depending on the length of text content. However, avoid keyword abuse (MOZ).
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4.7 Content marketing audit
Rather that analyzing SEO factors, content audit is concentrating on assessing KPI’s to
determine how visitors are responding each piece and type of content on-site and, consequently, how to improve
site’s content marketing efforts in future to boost its overall performance.
Understanding the basic SEO principles is good starting point to start creating optimized content for search
engines, but SEO isn't just about building search engine-friendly websites, it's about making the site better for
people too. Rather that analyzing SEO factors, content audit is concentrating on assessing KPI’s to determine
how visitors are responding each piece and type of on-site content and, consequently, how to improve site’s
content marketing efforts in future to boost its overall performance. Note that in addition to meta tag
optimization, high-quality and relevance of the content is undeniably the fuel of SEO, and it also the foundation
of successful content marketing, so therefore content marketing audit and SEO audit goes hand in hand.
A great starting point to content audit is to understand marketing funnel and its relation to customer lifecycle.

4.7.1 Content marketing funnel
Developing relationships with potential customers at every stage of the marketing funnel is the
key for effective lead nurturing and eventually to drive sales. Funnel is divided into four stages, the exploration,
consideration conversion and retention. The top and middle of the funnel focus on generating interest and
educating visitor and then building trust with potential customers, converting prospect in to leads, whereas the
bottom of the funnel focus on converting leads into customers and one-time buyers into repeat customers.
Despite a misconception that content marketing is only a top-of-funnel tactic, it can help reach people
at any stage of customer life cycle. Because the concept of content includes all the elements on site such as all
words and pictures, marketers have a numerous of options to customize their content marketing message to
where the audience is in that funnel. It also helps widen the neck of the funnel farther down as people continue
their interactions with a company (MOZ).
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4.7.2 Exploration stage
The goal of the first phase is to create brand awareness and the tactical approach to do so, is to
educate the market that there is a problem to be solved. Especially in cases like MyAgent, where product isn't
immediately obvious, the first stage of the funnel can make or break content marketing efforts. Also, during in
this phase the goal of content is to generate interest to make visitors return and to generate buzz. The goal might
include nudging a few potential customers toward conversion, but the way to go is rarely by talking about the
brand. Instead, it's about figuring out what the audience wants and needs to learn about and teaching them those
things.
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Figure 25. The sales funnel consists of the four stages a potential buyer goes through during customer life
cycle. The idea of the funnel is that the pool of potential customers grows smaller as it moves toward its first
transaction and into repeat customer (Bosomworth 2012).
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Types of content, that work well during the exploration stage include crating optimized, high-value written blog
posts and videos, comprehensive guides and email newsletters. If this is done well, it will associate feelings of
gratitude and respect with the brand and more importantly the authority. All the while, this will raise the
competence of readers to a point where the products or services the brand have to offer will become useful to
them (MOZ).

4.7.3 Consideration stage
Blogs are a great way to drive traffic to website, however they lack the side of personal
engagement of content marketing that qualifies visitors and build up relationships. When people move down
into the middle of the marketing funnel, into the consideration stage, it means top of the funnel marketing efforts
has successfully captured their attention. They have identified the problem that has to be solved, and now
seeking the best solution. This is the stage to convince the people why company’s solutions in particular are the
best fit. The goal is to nurture a lead, building a relationship, and establishing trust between the audience and
the brand.
To point out the importance of this stage, the market study showed that companies with refined middle of the
funnel engagement and lead management strategy see a 4–10 times higher response rate compared to generic
email blasts and outreach and that nurtured leads produce, on average, a 20% lift in sales opportunities
(HubSpot).
The goal of this direct customer acquisition, and therefore, marketers shouldn’t get too excited about selling
their product just yet, because potential customers may not trust the company in this point enough. Instead of
putting on the sales hat, creating consideration content offers an opportunity to ensure it's easy for the visitors
to browse all the information that might help them differentiate the company from its competitors. Now people
are looking for content to find out who is the experts in certain industry. To do that, types of content that work
well during the consideration stage include case studies, “how-to” content that showcases the product, demo
videos, product descriptions and data sheets (MOZ).
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4.7.4 Conversion stage
Bottom of the funnel content is the sales material of content marketing and the goal is transaction
or conversion with customers. It is the narrowest part of the funnel where the focus of content is on the final
direct pitch. Leads at this stage need the final nudge and compelling call-to-action to convince them to make a
purchase decision. Therefore, the right content and offer have a significant impact on increasing conversions
(Kissmetrics, 2016).
In this phase, the type of content is more straightforward than on previous stages. Tactics should involve product
descriptions that emphasize the unique value they provide to customers, or it could include charts that compare
different products to one another or to those of other firms. Furthermore, types of content that work well during
the exploration stage include testimonials, reviews and more importantly, a streamlined, comprehensible, and
trustworthy sales process (HubSpot).

4.7.5 Retention stage
A conversion or a transaction is not the end goal of any successful the marketing campaign. In
fact, it is only half finished. A marketing funnel without a retention stage is missing the entire last phase of the
customer journey. At this point the goal is retention of existing customers and content marketing is a big part of
that process as well. The focus is on converting buyers into repeat customers, or making sure customers continue
their subscriptions instead of canceling (Peters, 2016).
In this stage tactics include helping, supporting and onboarding customers. More closely, types of content that
work well during the retention stage are customer support and help documentation, special offers, Insider “howto”, email outreach and follow-ups.
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4.8 Content marketing matrix
After understanding stages of content marketing tunnel, and what different tactics each stage
might include, it is as important to understand four dimensions of content marketing.
Content marketing matrix is a tactical framework from which a marketer can consider and plan how best to be
there for their target audience with the right content at the right stage of customer life cycle (Easton, 2016).
Furthermore, it can also be a helpful tool to identify what types of content website currently has to offer and
locate gaps in the content provided for different stages of content marketing funnel.
As the figure 26 demonstrates, content should either entertain, educate, inspire or convince, depending on the
stage of the funnel people are at. While working on the content audit spreadsheet, each piece of content should
be listed under one of those four categories, to find out is the content in balance. I.e. in many cases, websites
are packed with bottom-of-funnel convincing content, forgetting the three other dimensions.
This can become a problem in long-run, because as a rule of thumb, the goal is to provide content for the
audience that is targeted for them at a precise stage in their buyer’s journey. Leaving out one of these dimensions
may lead in missing out on potential needs of the audience, which would otherwise have added value for them
and helped brand to build a relation with them (Opielka, 2016).
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Figure 26. Content marketing matrix is used for mapping content formats against customer purchase
intent and decision style, using the four quadrants: entertaining, inspiring, educating and convincing
(Inggs, 2015).
4.8.1 MyAgent content marketing audit results and findings
The findings of MyAgent content audit showed clearly that there is not any type of strategy in
terms of content marketing. The key finding was that the MyAgent website is heavily relied on bottom-of-thefunnel content. Their website is full of calls-to-action for trial offers, brochure downloads, and request buttons,
despite the assumption that most of their audience isn’t ready to buy initially, or worse yet, they don’t even that
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they know have problem to be solved. They also have a newsletter subscription on their website, but it is not
active. Momentarily, both sites myagent.fi and blog.myagent.fi are only meant to serves those customers who
are already familiar with their brand and who arrive to their page through direct traffic. Unfortunately, the
bounce rate is high and, which indicates that the content doesn’t match the expectations of those visitors who
come through direct traffic and are already familiar with the brand, nor it matches visitor’s organic search
quarries.
The other main aspect of the content audit was the performance of Myagent blog. As discussed before, the blog
is the first-step to creating content that attracts potential customers. However, Myagent blog content is still in
the "safe and secure" category and nothing shows off the personality or core competences they want to be
recognized for. They are using only stock imagery that also lacks personality. Blog has been around for three
years but is isn’t generating traffic or getting any social shares.
The trouble is that no one wants to hear about a company. The blog hasn’t been used to educate readers and
generate interest, but it is used solely as a megaphone to tell readers how great MyAgent is, and it is doing so
by publishing generalities about what entrepreneurs can gain by delegating their functions with the help of their
services. More specifically, their blog topics go under two main categories: Work efficacy and the importance
of freeing up time. The category of work efficacy is emphasizing, that business owners can focus more on their
core business functions and improve work efficacy by outsourcing and delegating their tasks. The later one is
emphasizing, that business owners can free up more time for their personal side of life by delegating and
outsourcing their tasks. However, these are well well-known facts and overused around the industry, and
therefore, they don’t create any extra value for readers. Instead, they should find a unique way to introduce the
problem, and then raising the competence of the readers.
In terms of engagement, MyAgent should give readers possibility to comment and discuss about the topics and
add comment section end of every blog topic that allows readers to tell their opinions, experiences and ask
questions.
Also, one of the goals in content marketing audit was to find which blog topics audience seems to prefer most.
As mentioned before, educational content will more likely generate new traffic, than those which aims to
promote services. Although, majority of the MyAgent blog topics are focusing to convince readers on their
products and benefits of outsourcing and delegation, there was few topics that had more educational approach
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as well as a book review with inspirational approach. These topics had the most pageviews and longer average
time on page than the others.
In terms of user experience, site structure of the main domain should be improved by eliminating pages that
really don’t serve any necessary meaning. For example, pages “yritys”, “tarinamme” and “assistenttimme”
should be merged under one main section “yritys”, to get rid of the drop-down menus. They are bad for two
reasons: they can be difficult for search engines to crawl and more importantly, drop down menus are annoying,
according to usability studies from the NN Group (Nielsen).
Also, sections “kumppaniverkosto” and “referenssit” should merge under one main section, because the fewer
menu items, visitors’ eyes are less likely may scan past important items. By removing an unnecessary menu
item, remaining items become more prominent. A good rule of thumb is to limit navigation to five or less items
(Kissmetrics).
In addition, process of downloading MyAgent company brochure is very frustrating and involves too many
phases and too much clicking. This is very important conversion to generate leads, and therefore the process
should be simplified to be as user friendly as possible, requiring only on step email subscription. Therefore, this
process need UX optimization.
To conclude the content marketing audit, in terms of creating brand awareness and lead generation through
content marketing, there is a lot to be done. Because their current blog hasn’t generated any remarkable results
and its traffic volumes are low, the recommendation would be moving the blog section under main domain’s
subfolder and start it over by creating SEO friendly content and implement a content strategy that is bound to
every stage of content marketing funnel.
Surprisingly as many as 68% of B2B organizations haven’t defined the stages in their marketing funnels, and
therefore it offers a great opportunity for MyAgent to gain competitive advantage now, and in future. However,
this content strategy will emphasize the top and the middle of marketing funnel, focusing primary on brand
awareness and lead generation.
But how to determine which content topics audience will prefer in each stage, if any previous content didn’t
work? Strategically thinking content marketers need to create content that can deliver information that their
customer need, before they need it. Therefore, it’s crucial to understand the audience and identify their needs.
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The only way to ensure creating content for each stage that target audience will relate with is to conduct a
customer research.

4.9 Customer Research
Content audit is a great way to identify popular content, however marketers has to come up with
fresh content ideas and repeating same topics may not work for long. This said, one of the biggest challenges
marketers has to face is to create fresh and engaging content. Also, marketers have to find out who the audience
is in order to create content that is meaningful to them. Only through focused strategy marketers can avoid
nameless masses, by accurately target their content to individual people, as marketers must point out readers’
preferences and needs to engage with them on any level (Kuik).
Today customer data is easily accessible and therefore, the whole process has to focus on psycho- and behavioral
factors, rather than broad demographics. There is simply no excuse for not identifying the target audience or for
ignoring customer pain points and their motivations. Because today customers are expecting a seamless and
personalized experience, marketers have to make sure that they are creating audience-centric, high-quality and
unique content singly tailored for each stage of the funnel. This said, highly targeted and personalized content
will eventually build audience loyalty, which translates into better relationships and brand advocacy. In simplest
terms, the more company can personalize its content for target audience, the more it will be able to increase the
perceived value of its product of service (Rivard, 2017).
Despite this, yet many B2B companies are creating only brand-centric content. In fact, according to research
conducted by Content Marketing Institute, only 53% of B2B businesses say that they create content that’s more
audience-centric than brand-centric (Beets, 2017). So, amazingly almost half of the B2B companies are creating
only brand-focused content and ignoring the preferences and interests of their audiences.
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4.9.1 Customer interviews
Of course, it is much easier to create brand-focused content, and it needs far less research.
However, as concluded in previous chapter, nobody really wants to hear about the company, especially when
focus is on top of the funnel. Well then, how to get understand customer insights better? By simply asking them.
One-on-one interviews are a great way to find out in-depth information about the target audience. This will
guide marketers to identify the type of content target audience consider meaningful and the areas which
company could improve as a business (Kuik). Interviews can include a mix of customers, prospects, referrals,
and even those outside company databases who might align with the target audience.

4.9.2 How to find interviewees
One of the success factors to conduct a customer research is finding the right interviewees to get
to understand what drives the target audience. There are three primary sources every company should consider:
prospects, customers and referrals. When a company reach out to any of these group, company must be clear
that it is not a sales call, but the goal is to get feedback and that it's highly valued for the company.
Company’s existing customer base is a great place to start looking for interviewees, because they have engaged
with the company before and/ or already purchased a product or service, and therefore, they are likely to
exemplify the target audience. Another significant aspect is that customers generally want to be heard, and an
interview offers them an opportunity to speak company about their perspectives, their pain points and challenges
as well as what they think about the company in general. Furthermore, as companies go this way and involve
customers in interviews, customers will feel they have an impact on the services or products they use which will
eventually grow brand advocacy (Vaughan, 2017).
Interviewers need to balance out interviews also with people who are not familiar the brand or who already
know the brand or haven’t purchased any of its product or service yet, but they have subscribed or left their
contact information to company website etc. Now, the pool of current prospects and leads is a great place to
look for interviewees, as company already have their contact info. Utilizing the existing data about them i.e.
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anything company has collected through lead generation process can be capitalized to figure out who might fit
into company’s target audience (Kuik).
Another way to find the right interviewees is through referrals, especially if the company don’t have any
customers or leads yet or if it is heading into new markets. Reaching out to company’s network, including i.e.
co-workers or social media contacts can help the company to find the right people it wants to interview and get
introduced to. It can be challenging to find large volume of interviewees through referrals, however, the quality
of interviews is likely to be very high. I.e. in B2B, social media site like LinkedIn may offer a great platform to
search people that may fit on company’s target audience or who may have some connections with the brand
(Kuik).

4.9.3 MyAgent interview
MyAgent will need to do at least five interviews in each category of interviewees, for prospects,
leads and customers. Structure of the questionnaire will be mainly the same for each focus group, including the
following sections: Personal background, role, company, watering holes and shopping preferences in Internet.
These topics make 19 questions together. However, the last section differs between customers and prospects &
referrals questionnaires. For prospects and referrals, the last section is set of questions about general challenges
they may have faced in BPO. In turn, for existing customers, the last section is set of questions how they have
perceived MyAgent as a customer, mapping challenges and success factors.
It is very important to associate every question into a specific goal, and not questions come up with questions
without any relations to strategy itself. Unfortunately, this is quite common mistake done by marketers, when
they are too eager to implement the interview and after it is done, they don’t know exactly what to do with the
gathered raw data. In the case of MyAgent, the goals of the content marketing strategy are to generate leads and
brand awareness. Thus, the goal of the interview is to get better knowledge of existing leads and customers
insights for better keyword targeting and more importantly, to create customer-centric, high-quality and relevant
top-of-the funnel content.
For both focus groups, questionnaires can be found in the appendix section.
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4.9.4 Question structure
The interview structure is qualitative research, that ask open-ended question and does not
provide answer categories. The responder who is asked an open-ended question formulates the answer and gives
the response in his or her own words. Each responder will be interviewed individually.
The interview is planned in such way, that it does not ask any leading questions. Often the problem of a leading
question is, that it may steer interviewees to respond in a way that received information is slanted and biased.
Example of a leading question: Do you have a problem with X, and a non-leading question example; How would
you describe your relationship with X? The first example steers responder to reveal only negative sides of the
work environment, whereas the second example will give interviewer a more holistic and neutral view.
The second key aspect of the question structure is, that questions are open-ended questions. This allows
responders to explain their experiences in their standpoint, rather than framing their answers to fit the provided
question. Example of an open-ended question: What’s the most frustrating part about problem X, and a closeended question example; Is problem X frustrating for you? As it can be seen, the first example allows responders
to open and give a full account of what’s going on and it also encourages them to prioritize their frustrations.
On the contrary, the later example leaves responders with answer options yes or no and does not encourage
them to answer at length (Vaughan, 2017).

4.9.5 MyAgent focus groups
Finding and approaching to interviewees can be challenging, as MyAgent does not want to come
off as pushy. Instead, it is looking to find responders who are happy to engage with them. There few strategies
MyAgent can use to find willing people to interview, such as finding responders from existing customer base,
finding responders from leads using all contact on-page information they have i.e. email subscriptions etc. and
offline such as business cards, and lastly finding responders from referrals i.e. LinkedIn.
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The approach of the interview should be interviewing chosen responders via phone. However, interviewees
should be contacted by a cold-call or cold-email first if they are agreed in being interviewed. Also, by doing
this, people are ready for the interview, instead of interviewing people who are not as forthcoming with their
answers. The interview shouldn’t take more than 20 minutes per responder and responder need to know this
before the actual interview.
In case not everybody wants to have an interview via phone, and those leads and prospects who has only left
their email address, for them there is also an option to fill the questionnaire in digital form. Questionnaires can
be sent them by email. However, it should be avoided if possible, because people tend to be less responsive to
answer this way, and the quality of answer are likely to be lower than those asked in phone. As a rule of thumb,
the closer the company people are the more personal and in-depth the interview should be.

4.9.6 Seed keyword survey
Many marketers consider keyword research as a painful process, but only few realize to ask real
people what search queries they’re using to find products or services. Tools like Seed Keywords are great for
this purpose. With Seed Keywords, researcher enter a simple scenario and immediately get a URL to survey
customers. Examinee respond to the scenario and researcher gain instant insight into which keywords they
should target (McCoy, 2016).
This tool can help fill in gaps in keyword research policy and gain insights that even some of the more expensive
keyword research tools cannot afford. MyAgent is using Seed Keywords survey as part of their customer
research to find out what type of long-tail keywords potential customers are typing in their search queries.
For both focus groups, keyword questions and URLs can be found in the appendix section. The reason why this
survey is placed here, and not in the keyword research section, is because this survey will be implemented as
part of the interview.
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4.9.7 Persona development
After interviewed the selected people, company should have plenty of raw data about its
potential and current customers. But what to do with all that information? How to sort all gathered data in such
format that it is easy for everyone in the company to read and understand? By collecting all the pieces together
with the help of buyer personas.
A buyer persona is a semi-fictional representation of the ideal customer based on customer research, such as on
interviews, and any other available real data about existing customers, prospects or leads. When creating a buyer
persona, it needs to consider demographics, behavior patterns, motivations, and goals. The more detailed the
buying persona is, the better, because detailed personas provide tremendous structure and insight for the
company. Moreover, a detailed buyer persona will help marketers determine where to focus their time, guide
product development, and allow for alignment across the organization. As a result, highly targeted marketing
results will attract the most valuable visitors, leads, and customers to one’s business (Kusinits, 2017).
Content marketing-vise, buyer personas will transform the raw data into personalize customers, which then
helps marketers identify not only leads and customers interests, but also their behavioral wants, needs, desires
and motivators and eventually shaping the content more customer-centric (Kuik). It also helps companies to
personalize their marketing for different customer segments of their target audience. I.e., rather than sending
the identical lead nurturing newsletter to every group in company database, marketers can segment and
customize their message based on what they know about those different personas. Moreover, when personas are
combined with lifecycle stages, they allow companies to map out the best tactics and create highly targeted
content for each stage of the funnel (Vaughan, 2017).
4.9.8 Creating personas for MyAgent
The next step is to use the research to identify patterns and commonalities from the answers to
interview questions, develop a buyer persona, and share that persona with the rest of the company. Depending
on business, company could have as few as one or two personas, or as many as 10 or 20. But if company is new
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to personas, they should start small (Vaughan, 2017). This said, as a first timer, MyAgent should start small
with not more than two primary personas; One persona to represent the first-time visitor and one persona to
represent a lead.
To create a persona with depth, it should include nine parts: A day in the life, objectives, problems orientation,
obstacles, questions, preferences, keywords and phrases and engagement scenarios (Johnston, 2016).
A buyer persona for Myagent, can be found in the appendix section.

4.10 Keyword research
Keyword research is the backbone of SEO strategy identifying popular search queries in most
popular search engines. In terms of search marketing, it is one of the most important, valuable, and high return
activities and therefore, it can make or break one’s website. Keyword research will give marketers a better
understanding of how difficult it would be to compete for certain keywords and phrases and how high the
demand would be to target these keywords in the organic search results. While customer research is the
foundation of creating people-centric, high-quality and relevant content, keyword research is the core SEO task
offering direction to optimize that content to match search queries (MOZ).
However, keyword research is not only finding out the search volumes or the demand of a certain keyword or
phrase, it is also surveying of how language is being used by different people in terms of searching a topic or
idea in search engines. Keyword research is not only a significant part of SEO strategy, but it is a crucial part
of the overall content marketing strategy as well, because it can help marketers to identify new ideas for blog
posts, to keep up with the ever-changing search engines and most importantly getting better understanding of
the target audience. Eventually, by all this, marketers will drive the right kind of visitors to their site that is more
likely to convert (MOZ).
Keyword research is vital because words and phrases one might think to be relevant for business might not be
at all what the target audience is typic to the search box. In many cases, potential customers do not even know
they have a problem in their hands, or don’t have a clue what words are related to the certain industry. Therefore,
doing a keyword research before beginning the content marketing and/or SEO campaign is crucial. After all, it
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all starts with words written into a search box and the more marketers understand what keywords are being
typed in that box to search their industry or business, the better. To do this, marketers need to follow a clear
structure of actions to identify the most relevant keywords in their industry (Quicksprout). MyAgent is following
a 7 steps structure to ensure conducting a well-executed keyword research:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Analyzing existing keyword data
Filling seed keywords
Generating a list of general topics
Researching related search terms
Looking for head terms and long-tail keywords in each topic
Analyzing how competitors are ranking for selected keyword
Cutting down the keyword list using Google keyword planner and Google trends

4.10.1 Analyzing existing keyword data
This process should be start by checking what keywords site is already rank for. If website have
been around for a while, it should already be ranking in Google for a few hundred keywords. Theoretical metrics
are often relied upon when starting keyword research for a new SEO keyword research. Google’s search console
tool provides useful data for marketers about the website and the people who visit it, and more importantly, how
they are finding it. Therefore, it is a great place to start keyword research (Adam, 2015). This process has been
already done during performance analysis, and this data can be found in Google search console as figure 16
demonstrated.
Figure 16 shows ten most popular queries that drive traffic to MyAgent site. Note that, their brand awareness in
search engines is very low, which can be seen from very low organic traffic volume. Therefore, as expected,
most of the queries are navigational search queries that are entered with the intent of finding a certain website.
For example, the top queries are branded keywords, “myagent” and “my agent”, also names “Arvi
Vainionkulma”, “Jarkko Aaltonen” and “Jesse Korhonen”, that indicates searchers are already familiar with the
brand. There are also few informational search queries such as “henkilökohtainen assistentti”,
“assistenttipalvelu” and “assistenttipalvelut”. This data can be used to target keyword such as
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“assistenttipalvelut” to improve its current rank position (21.2) and it is a great source overall to measure content
marketing efforts, weather targeted keywords are ranking well or not (Armitage, 2016).
Another good source to look at is previous or on-going Google AdWords campaigns, which shows those
keywords that brings the most paid traffic based on clicks and sessions and tells if visitors consider the website
content relevant after clicking a particular keyword based on bounce rate and pages/ session. Figure 27 indicates
that because very high bounce rate and low pages/ session visitors do not consider provided content relevant for
their search queries. It also shows your valuable seed keywords, i.e. the keyword “assistentti” has driven most
paid traffic to their website and therefore, can be a good head term to target.

Figure 27. Myagent.fi Google AdWords campaign data.
4.10.2 Filling seed keywords
Seed keywords are the foundation of any the keyword research. The process is all about coming
up with keywords describing the product or service with different variations and synonyms based on own
industry knowledge as well as buyer personas. These phrases are the most important keywords phrases to rank
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for in the SERPs, because these are the specific terms that target audience is conducting when typing their
informational search queries (Leist, 2017).
In this step, keyword related brainstorming is needed. MyAgent is a BPO service, and there for its core product,
the benefit it offers for clients, is increase their work efficacy by getting better results from those business areas
they don’t have enough expertise, or they simply do not have enough time in their hands to manage all their
business functions. In other words, the way they provide this benefit for their clients, is through business process
outsourcing, consultation and delegation. Now, there are already three seed terms to start with. What are the
other benefits they offer through their core products? I.e. better time management for businesses and so on. This
said, they have two seed term buckets: business process outsourcing & delegation and efficient time
management for businesses. These seed words are targeted for on-site content such product descriptions, rather
than blog topics. The next phase will concentrate more on seed term related topics.
The primary purpose of this SEO campaign is to rank first with keywords “virtuaaliassistentti” and
“assistenttipalvelu”. Seed keyword ideas could include terms such as toimistoassistentti, myyntiassistentti,
markkinointiassistentti and so on.
Note, the completed keyword lists can be found from appendix section.
4.10.3 Generating a list of relevant topics
The first step to generate a list of relevant topics for MyAgent is to create a list of important,
relevant topics based on the company and BPO industry. To begin the process, the first step is to brainstorm all
those topics MyAgent wish to rank in terms of generic buckets. As a rule of thumb, a company should come up
with at least 5-10 topic buckets they believe to be important and relevant for their business, and then later in the
process using these lists to find industry specific keywords related to target audience (Leist, 2017).
Companies that run their first online marketing campaigns and/or that are lacking KPIs, keyword research has
to rely little bit more on guessing. I.e. as discovered on the first phase, MyAgent site has so low organic traffic
volume, that Google search console do not offer much any valuable data about organic search terms. However,
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customer research and buyer personas are great help to conduct this process, and help marketers make decisions
based on real customer data.
Now, based on the content audit and customer research, MyAgent list of relevant topics includes eight generic
buckets in addition two those two seed term buckets. The relevant topics are: Marketing communications,
content creation, customer service and support, technical support, business research, customer relationship
management, sales support activities and event management & organization. These are many ways on how
MyAgent can help its clients to improve their work efficacy, and therefore they all are great topics to start
writing content. On the contrary to seed term buckets, these topics make great ideas for blog and drive top-ofthe-funnel traffic.
For example, choosing the topic “content creation” and brainstorming what would target audience type in related
to that topic. In this point, marketers should be looking for head and body terms, meaning either single keywords
or not more than three phrases. For Myagent, this might include search phrases such as: SEO työkalut (SEO
tools), SEO opas (guide to SEO), HTML SEO, verkkosivujen optimointi (site optimization), Google optimointi
itse (how to conduct SEO yourself), mitä se on (what is SEO), Google näkyvyyden parantaminen (generating
awareness in Google), meta tagit SEO (meta tags SEO), On-site sisältö (on-site content), blog SEO etc. As
example, all these topics are related to the generic bucket “content creation”. Through this type of targeting
MyAgent can create brand awareness for, by first tactically find the relevant keywords and then introducing the
problem for visitors. Eventually, by targeting these keywords will make their site to rank better in the SERPs.
It is good to keep in mind, that the main emphasis in this phase is not to come up with the final keywords and
the list will be narrowed down in later steps. Rather, marketers should be as creative as possible, focusing on
brainstorming keywords and phrases that target audience are likely to search for content related to certain topic.
Also, this may help marketers to identify future content ideas better and getting better understanding of available
contents once listing topics into separate buckets.
Note, the generic bucket list can be found in the appendix section.
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4.10.4 Related search terms
Once a company has created a solid list of keywords it is time to think out of the box by looking
for related search terms. This is a creative step, and some marketers can be face difficulties to come up with
more keywords target audience might be searching for. However, free tools such as Google AdWords keyword
planner offers a great option to explore keywords related to a certain keyword. For example, looking for related
keywords to search term seo työkalu (SEO tool), Google Adwords keyword planner suggested the following
keywords: hakukoneoptimointi, (seach engine optimization), google mainonta (Google advertising), google
hakusanaoptimointi (google search engine optimiziation) and the list goes on. Keyword suggestion are based
on relevance and average monthly searches. It also provides data about the level of competition and suggested
bids.

Figure 28. Google keyword planner search volume data and trends.

In addition to Google Keyword planner, there are also other free or freemium tools to begin keyword research.
For example, keywordtool.io can help marketers to search for related keywords. The downside of free tools is
that they are hiding some additional information, such as organic search volumes, and revealing the hidden data
requires a membership.
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Figure 29. keywordtool.io search
Another great way to find related search terms is Google’s head auto-suggest. It is a surprisingly simple yet
hugely effective way to figure out which keywords to target. Auto-suggests are based on factors, like the
popularity and freshness of search terms, and therefore can provide marketers valuable keyword ideas. For
example, MyAgent can use Google’s auto-suggest feature to learn the keywords used more frequently by
surveying a particular keyword, such as “hakukoneoptimointi” (search engine optimization), and Google will
suggest related popular searches such as hakukoneoptimointi seo, (search engine optimization seo)
hakukoneoptimointi hinta (search engine optimization price) and hakukoneoptimointi google (search engine
optimization google). This can help MyAgent, as well as any other companies, to utilize overlooked keyword
phrases or parallel phrases i.e. in their blogs, that they wouldn’t have considered otherwise.

Figure 30. Example of Google
auto-suggest.
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In addition to auto-suggest, Google search offers yet another helpful and simple technique for those who are
struggling to think of more keywords. After typing the keyword in to search box and then scrolling down of
Google's result page, there will be suggestions for related searches. These keywords phrases can give great ideas
for marketers as they are looking for relevant keywords.

Figure 31. Example of Google search related terms
4.10.5 Head terms and long-tail keywords
In addition to head and body terms, the long tail of search demand has been around since the beginning of search
engines, and since then marketers have been attempting capture their niches by highly targeted and descriptive
keyword phrases. Long-tale keywords are longer and describing keyword phrases usually containing more than
three words, unlike head and body phrases that are very generic and not more than three words in length.
Obviously, for markets it is great to work with keywords that have thousands of searches a day, or even hundreds
of searches a day, but in fact, these popular search queries are responsible less than 30 percent of searches
conducted on search engines. The majority, remaining 70 percent of searches, are long-tail searches, which
makes them very important element in SEO. There are hundreds of millions long-tail unique searches a day that
might be performed only few times a day, but together they make the majority of the world’s search volume
(MOZ).
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As a rule of thumb, marketers need to
ensure that their keyword strategy will
involve a mix of head and body terms
as well as a mix of long-tail phrases
that are balanced with long-term goals
and short-term wins (Leist, 2017). As
seen in figure 33, the number of
monthly searches is much higher
making them much more competitive
in general, and therefore, they are
more difficult to rank than long-tail
phrases. For example, considering if
MyAgent would target a head term
“outsourcing” and a long-tail phrase
“the value of customer service and
support outsourcing for small
Figure 32. Number of monthly searches in proportion to length of
businesses”, obviously the search
search query.
volume and difficulty to rank for is
much higher for the single phrase “outsourcing”. However, while head terms generally drive more traffic, the
quality of this traffic is low.
In turn, the traffic from the phrase “the value of business process outsourcing for small businesses" is driving
high-quality site traffic, thus being more desirable. This is because when people are searching something
particular in mind, they are more likely to convert making them as more qualified, high-quality traffic. Simply
because long-tail phrases tend to be more accurate, it is generally easier to understand what those people are
looking for by those keywords they use for searches. To return the previous example, someone searching for
“outsourcing”, that could mean he or she is searching for an entirely host of reason unrelated to one’s business.
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In turn, the long-tail keyword phrase “the value of customer service and support outsourcing for small
businesses” would be very specific, thus driving less, but more high-quality traffic to MyAgent site.

Figure 33. Google Trends report, comparing search volumes of terms kehittäminen, parantaminen and
tehostaminen.
In addition, marketers might struggle while deciding which synonym they should choose for their long-tail
phrases. For example, when looking to target a long-tale phrase, MyAgent might want to target a keyword
phrase “how to do delegate effectively”, but what if a term “efficiently” would be better than “effectively” in
terms of SEO? Again, Google can provide the answer for marketers. Now, as MyAgent is looking to a long-tail
keyword about how to delegate effectively, they would have three Finnish synonyms to select the right keyword,
i.e.: “kehittäminen”, “parantaminen” or “tehostaminen”. The next step is to feed these words into Google Trends
and it will tell the interest of each keyword over a given time. Based on this example, the keyword
“kehittäminen” would be the best option for MyAgent, and they could target a blog about “delegoinnin
kehittäminen työelämässä”.
MyAgent long-tail keyword targeting will be based on the results from seed keyword survey and then,
optimizing terms using google trends. Seed keyword survey include two set of questions, and the first set is
prospect specific questions:
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1. If you are looking for help to manage a certain business function better, what would you search for?
2. If you are looking industry specific tips to a certain problem, what would you search for?
3. If you want to learn the basics of a new program or tool, what would you search for?
The second set is lead specific questions:
1) If you want to find addition information for purchasing a certain product or service, what would you
search for?
2) If you are looking to compare two or more products or services, what would you search for?
3) If you are considering purchasing its product or service, but you need more information about the
company, what would you search for?
4) If you are in a situation, where you can’t decide whether outsource a certain business function, what
would you search for?
Based on real customer data, it will be easier to come up with relevant long-tale keywords and CTR will likely
to be higher. These questions can be found it appendix section as part of customer interview.

4.10.6 Competitor keyword research
Competitor-based keyword research is a modern approach to finding low-competition, high
search volume keywords, and it’s one that’s becoming increasingly popular among SEO’s and content
marketers. The goal is to find best keywords to rank and getting a sense of the types of terms competitors are
ranking for (Parrot). Identifying which keywords competitors are looking to rank for can offer a great way to
help giving the keyword list second evaluation. Also, if a competitor is ranking for same keyword, it makes
sense to work on improving ranking for those phrases. On the contrary, those keywords shouldn’t be ignored
that the other competitors are not targeting, because they might offer a big opportunity to own market share on
important terms (Leist, 2017).
There are many great tools to find out on what keywords competitors are ranking for, for example SEMrush.
SEMrush allows you to run several free reports that show you the top keywords for the domain you enter. This
is a quick way to get a sense of the types of terms your competitors are ranking for. Also, Google keyword
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planner tool will show the level of competition and suggested bid for any given keyword. This help marketers
to understand the balance of keywords that might be difficult to rank due to competition, against those terms
that are a little more realistic, which will help marketers maintain a similar balance that the mix of long-tail and
head terms allows (Leist, 2017). After all, the goal is to end up with a list of keywords that provide some quick
wins but also helps you make progress toward bigger SEO goals.
MyAgent keyword competitors are based on seed keywords “vituaaliassistentti” and “assistenttipalvelut”
Google’s first page search results. Domain keyword overview check was performed to following six URLs that
were competing those seed terms: valokkidesign.fi, virtuaaliassistenttipalvelu.com, virtuaaliassistentit.com,
bcpapula.fi, avitas.fi and askaremo.fi/. Unfortunately, the quality of data that keyword and SEO tools provide
for marketers, are very much dependent on geographic location and language, which both are big factors in
terms of search volumes and market area. If search volumes of certain keywords are too low, crawlers can’t
provide any data. Also, small sites with low traffic, may not provide adequate amount of data for SEO crawlers.
So, while running a competitor keyword analysis for given URLs, none of the SEO tools SEMrush, Ahrefs and
Moz’s open site explorers couldn’t provide any organic nor paid search information, due to reason that they
haven't noticed the given domains ranked in Google's top 100 organic results with keywords from their
databases.
However, there was one exception, the domain overview of virtuaaliassistentit.com/ that had enough data for
crawlers to find top organic keywords. Top organic keywords to bring traffic for domain virtuaaliassistentit.com
are: “assistentin palkka”,” media-assistentti palkka”, “johdon assistentti palkka” and “assistentti palkka”.
Interestingly, not any of these keywords are related to their service, but they all are “salary-related”
informational search queries. So, this is an example of driving traffic through related search terms, but this data
doesn’t help much MyAgent, if any.
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Figure 34. SEMrush top organic keywords analysis.
Because there was simply not enough data to crawl competitor’s websites, the second option is to conduct a
manual keyword structure research site by site and create a list of seed websites in order to generate a list of
proven keywords. First step is to measure the authority of selected domains. This can be done with the help of
free SEO tools, such as MOZ Bar. MOZ Bar is a free Chrome extension that gives a good indication of the
overall strength of any domain using MOZ’s Domain Authority (DA) metric. It also allows you to gauge
strength of your competition in SERPs, which is exactly what you’ll be using for this (Parrot).
Surveying the keywords “virtuaaliassistentti” and “assintenttipalvelu” showed that the competitors DA scores
were lows, meaning they have weak domain authorities. The best DA was 25, and rest of the pages ranked score
under 20. This indicates, that ranking against these domains should be relatively easy task with the given seed
terms. This is good news for MyAgent. But because all these URLs have weak DAs, it also means it is probably
not worth to research their keyword structure but searching indirect competitors with higher DA score using
keywords. So, next option is to head over to Google and search for “niche + blog”, or i.e. top “niche” blogs,
best “niche” blog, list of “niche” blogs etc.
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Figure 35. Page and domain authority MyAgent competitor analysis.
Interestingly enough, after searching for popular blogs using keywords “markkinointi ja viestintä blogi”,
”markkinointi blogi” “sisällöntuonto blogi”, “asiakaspalvelu blogi”, “myynnin tuki blog”, “IT-tuki blogi”,
“ajanhallinta blogi”, “markkinointitutkimus blogi”, “markkinatutkimus blogi”, “asiakkuuksien hallinta blogi”,
“tutkimustyö blogi”, ”selvitystyö blogi”, ”ulkoistaminen blogi” and ”delegointi blogi”, there was not many
domains having a strong DA, few big newspaper websites such as hs.fi, city.blog, marmai.fi, savonsanomat.fi
etc., which none of them are competitors for MyAgent. More interestingly, even these big websites such as
marmai’s marketing communications blog were missing entirely the key elements of SEO, like meta
descriptions and meta keywords. Also, for many of these topics there were simply no blogs, which can offer a
great opportunity for MyAgent. Although, this research failed to deliver any valuable keyword data, yet it
pointed out that SEO competition is relatively low and there is a market niche to capture.

4.10.7 Cutting down and prioritizing keyword list
Luckily for marketers, there are no need for guessing the popularity and search volumes of certain keywords of
phrases, because today there are many modern tools to improve keyword research such as Google’s free
keyword planner, SEMrush keyword analytics or MOZ keyword explorer. All of them provides marketers very
valuable data, helping them select the best keywords by following their guideline based on several technical
factors.
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First marketers have to understand what makes a certain keyword desirable. The common factors that define a
keyword’s value are: Monthly search volume (the higher, the better), keyword difficulty (lower means easier),
a cost-per-click (cost presence on Google’s AdWords marketplace), and a competitive density. Now after the
several stages of keyword research, as a result there should be vast list of different keywords and phrases.
However, it is not possible to select them all and therefore, the list has to be narrowed down based on keyword
value. For instance, MyAgent keyword ideation resulted overall more than thousand keyword ideas.
Google keyword planner is a great tool to narrow down keywords, because it can get search volume and traffic
estimates for keywords a company is considering. Unfortunately, it has its limitations, especially if it used to
get search volumes in other languages, such as Finnish. Therefore, in many cases, it cannot display search
volume charts due to low keyword searches volumes. This is the reason why finding data about keyword search
volumes and competitive density can be difficult in less popular languages, especially finding data about longtail keywords can be extremely frustrating process. However, marketers can make up for a bit if they use the
information they learned from keyword planner and use Google Trends to fill in some blanks.
For example, if a search term “projektinhallinta” has a high search volume but high competition, MyAgent
might want to use it in as a part of long-tail keyword, such as “projektinhallinnan parantaminen delegoinnin
avulla” for more specific targeting and to lower the competitive density. However, now keyword planner does
not provide any search data due to low search volumes. In this point marketers can check the most trending
singe terms to fill out the long-tail keyword phrase. I.e., a keyword “kehittäminen” is trending more than
“parantaminen”, and therefore it is the long-tail phrase should be “proektinhallinnan kehittäminen delegoinnin
avulla”
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Furthermore, using the keyword planner to flag any terms on the list that have way too little, or way too high
monthly search volumes, help to maintain a healthy mix of keyword terms and phrase. But before getting rid of
any keyword ideas, revising their trend history and projections in Google Trends can indicate if some terms
should invest in now and reap the benefits for later.

Figure 36. MOZ keyword explorer overview for search term “markkinoinnin blogi”.
Lastly before choosing the final keywords for SEO campaigns, marketers need to prioritize their keywords. The
way how to prioritize keywords will depend largely on how company wants to influence search results. If it
wants to target high-volume keywords, they should be first prioritized, whereas a company seeks to target lowvolume, specific keywords, they should move them to the top of the list and target them more aggressively.
Each approach has its pros and cons, and what company chooses to do ultimately depends on objectives.
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4.10.8 MyAgent on-site keyword targeting
My MyAgent current SEO goal, excluding blog, is to rank with seed terms, “assistentti”,
“assistenttipalvelu”, “virtuaaliassistentti”. Therefore, this keyword campaign emphasizes the seed key term
bucket business process outsourcing and delegation. The strategy is to target these low-volume, specific
keywords and move them to the top of Google.
The actions to be taken include creating product pages for each following keyword item: “Johdon assistentti”,
“myyntiassistentti”, “markkinointiassistentti”, “hr assisentti”, “sihteeripalvelu”,” rekrytoinnin ulkoistaminen”
toimistoassistentti” and other services they offer. Each of these product pages should be created in such ways
that they are branded with keyword “myagent”, and the keywords used in most important SEO elements include
keywords: “vituaaliassistentti”, “delegointi”, “etäassistentti”, “assistenttipalvelut” etc. Also, to utilize
suggestions to related searches, these pages should include keywords such as “henkilökohtainen assistentti” and
“assistentin työkuva”. The goal is not to stuff keywords to the website but use the term “assistentti” naturally to
each page SEO elements.
For now, the emphasis will be on those selected seed keywords that are directly related business process
outsourcing & delegation and great product pages. Targeting these seed terms is the highest priority. Later, it
can be considered to start targeting also keywords from the “time management” seed term bucket.
Current ranking, search volumes, difficulty and opportunities for terms virtuaaliassistentti, assistenttipalvelu
and
assistentti
can
be
found
from
appendix
section.
4.10.9 MyAgent blog keyword targeting
In addition to target seed terms to improve industry specific keyword ranking, the next highest
priority is to create blog using related search terms. It will be the main tactic to drive more organic traffic to
MyAgent website and create brand awareness. Relevant list topics included the following generic buckets:
Marketing communications, content creation, customer service and support, technical support, business/
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marketing research, customer relationship management, sales support activities and event management &
organization.
Now, to start the MyAgent blog, it is better to merge these blogs into larger topics. To start the blog, there should
be three main topics to share tips and educate readers. First blog topic would be marketing blog, including areas
such as marketing communication, content creation and business/ marketing research. The second main topic
for MyAgent blog would be customer success blog, including sub topics such as customer service and support
and customer relationship management. The last blog, for now, would be sales blog including topics such as
sales and sales support activities. Hubspot has a great example of categorizing its subtopics into three main
blogs as seen in figure 37.

Figure 37. Example how HubSpot has categories its blog topics into three separate blog sections.
This also offers a great opportunity for MyAgent, because based on competitor keyword research, the
competition in these areas are low in SEO-wise. Although, the overall search volumes are low, there are certainly
a niche in Finnish markets that have need for this type of blog topics as marketing, sales and customer success,
wanting to learn new tips and tools, while understanding existing and future trends.
The keyword strategy for MyAgent blog is to target high-volume keywords to increase traffic. At the beginning,
topics should be more generic, rather than niche specific i.e. creating a blog targeting a keyword “yritysblogin
perustaminen”, as a part of the marketing blog. This keyword phrase as high average monthly searches and low
competition.
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The emphasis will be on sales, marketing and customer success blog topics. Later, it can be considered to start
targeting also keywords from generic bucket technical support and event planning and management. However,
these keyword lists can be used to optimize product pages, as well as in newsletter campaigns and social media
postings. But for now, to maintain the focus, only three main blog topics will be used.
Note, all keyword lists will be found on appendices and keywords have been ranked based on their average
monthly searches, competition and suggested bids, suggested by Google. All high-volume keywords will be
targeted to optimize blog content for better SERPs.

Figure 38. If MyAgent decide to categorize its blog sections as HubSpot in previous example, this figure
demonstrates difficulty, opportunity and priority to each headline keywords for blogs .
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4.11 Objectives setting
Without objectives company has no real direction and marketing objectives can make or break
the future success. Without a focused direction when things begin go not as planned, any business can easily
lose its direction and begin to flounder. And when it comes to content marketing, companies need to have clear
content objectives that help them to keep their content right on course, to understand why content is being
created and what they want to achieve from it (Bryan, 2015).
Setting objectives can be done right of the beginning of a marketing campaign, or in the end of the situation
analysis. The approach when to set objectives is depended on the campaign, but as a rule of thumb, there should
be clear objectives before choosing the marketing tactics.
Now, in the case of MyAgent, objectives setting is end of the situation analysis, because before setting any
objectives, it was important to understand the current situation of their on-site marketing through SEO and
content audit, to get better understanding of their target audience through customer research and identify the
relevant keywords for their SEO campaign. Also, only after identifying the mission and vision of the company,
the next step is to set series of objectives specifying in terms of how mission, and eventually vision, will be
achieved. These objectives will be building blocks and guiding light for the content marketing strategy and all
marketing efforts in general.

4.11.1 Objectives and sales funnel
Those players, who has just entered the market, focus of content marketing should be top-offunnel, creating brand awareness that is. Creating brand awareness is all about making potential customers to
recognize the existence and availability of a company's product or service It defines on how potential customers
will identify one’s brand in a lineup with all the other industry players. If the company has failed gaining any
awareness, content, or more importantly, company’s products or services may stay hidden and only few, if none,
recognize one’s brand. However, a business with stellar brand awareness has a constant funnel of potential
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customers and creating relevant and useful content for target audiences is a great way to generate brand
awareness as top-of-funnel tactic.
Companies, who have been around for some time, mostly the primary focus of content marketing is to bring in
qualified those leads who has become familiar with the brand. Companies aim to convert website traffic into
leads that they then begin to nurture as art of their sales cycle. In other words, lead generation is the stage of the
initiation of consumer interest or enquiry into products or services of a business to bring potential customers
closer to a purchasing decision.
Lastly, companies seek to get profit out of their businesses and convert leads into customers and repeat
customers, and eventually into loyal customers. Bottom-of-funnel focus on trigger the final purchasing decision
among leads and reward existing customers with loyalty programs etc.
As seen, each stage is a continuum, directing customers through sales funnel. Therefore, it makes content
marketing management much easier, if all stages have specific objectives and not focusing all at once.

4.11.2 SMART objectives
When identifying specific marketing objectives to support long-term goals, it is common
practice to apply the widely used SMART mnemonic. SMART stands for specific, measurable attainable,
relevant and time bound-bound. It is a methodology of goal setting that helps organizations to establish concrete
and achievable goals by following its five principles.
Here are some examples of goals that need more work: To increase the number of website visitors, leads, and
sales. Below are the same goals turned into well-defined marketing goals: A company needs x (specific number)
mount of visitors, x amount of leads (specific number), and x number of customers (specific number) within the
next x timeline (i.e. twelve months) to achieve the revenue goal of x (specific number) amount of money from
content marketing (Ruffolo, 2016).
Note, MyAgent SMART objectives will be found in appendix.
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4.12 ROI of content marketing
Business owners and managers are perceived online marketing like any other investment, and
they are eager to get involved, but only if it proves to have clear ROI for business. They read and hear
everywhere, that publishing digital content and getting active on social media is key to success, but then arises
the question of what value all this can provide to their business? Good question indeed, especially when only
21% of B2B marketers believe that their content marketing programs are successful at tracking a return on
investment (ROI)(Lavery, 2017).
The reason why as low as only 21% B2B do not consider their content ROI tracking successful, may lie behind
the facts that marketers face at least two difficulties with calculating the ROI of content marketing efforts. The
first problem is the long-term nature of content marketing and the fact that most content marketing campaigns
start with negative ROI. This said, marketers must be patient, and early measures of content ROI should be
taken lightly (Demers, 2017).
The second problem concerns the challenge of measuring objectively the multifaced benefits content marketing
can bring for business. I.e. it can be challenging to uncover a numerical value for brand’s reputation, but any
enhancements will ultimately show up in the form of excessive sales (Demers, 2017). Despite these challenges,
content marketing ROI can, and should be measured, and to do so, it starts with calculating the costs of content
marketing investments.
4.12.1 Calculating costs
First and foremost, to figure out of the content marketing ROI, marketers need to calculate the
investment part of the ROI equation. This begins with finding out the costs of content marketing without leaving
any stones unturned. The process of calculate costs will be very straightforward i.e. in cases where content has
been created by one third party content marketing agency.
However, things can get trickier if a company is using numerous contractors or if in-house employees are
engaging in work relating to content marketing campaign, then of course all these costs such as time and salary
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should be included when calculating the investment part. Eventually, to calculate content marketing ROI
effectively, marketers should come up with a regular estimate of how much content marketing cost in given
timeframe i.e. content marketing monthly spending.
4.12.2 Calculating ROI through conversion rate
In terms of content marketing, the biggest challenge of ROI is to measure the amount of profit
content it is bringing in. It is measured through ROI metrics, referring metrics such as transaction volume and
average purchase value that attribute revenue to a content marketing campaign. More specifically, perhaps the
most convenient way to calculate content marketing ROI is through on-site conversions. First, marketers have
to define a conversion for their campaign, such as product purchase or newsletter description and then establish
the value of a conversion. Next, if a company offers products for purchase, all they have to do is calculate the
average purchase price and average monthly conversion rates from a given timeline. However, for more
complex sales cycles, no direct calculation is possible (Skok).

Figure 39. Figure points out average conversion rate, and those who companies who represent the top 25%
and 10% in terms of conversion rates (WordStream).
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About one of four of all accounts have less than 1% conversion rates. The average conversion rate is 2.35%, but
the top 25% of accounts have 5.31% or greater being two times higher than average and the top 10% of
advertisers have account conversion rates of 11.45% or more, that is five times higher vs. average
(WordStream).
As an imaginary example, Olli is a private entrepreneur who is offering consultation B2B services. He started
his first content marketing campaign one year ago, and after one year he gets 5,000 website visitors on average
in his website. He has established great top-of-funnel content that converts 10 percent of visitors into leads,
meaning that his website converts 500 leads a month. He has defined lead as a visitor, who has responded callto-actions on his website by subscribing newsletter, downloading company leaflet or sending a query. His
website’s bottom-of-funnel conversion rate, from lead to customer, is industry average 2.35 percent leading to
12 purchasing customers per month and the average purchase value is 500 euros. This means his average
monthly revenue from content marketing is 6,000 euros per month.
However, he does not have time to
create on-site content by himself, so
he is using third party writers to
create content for him. He is
publishing four pieces of content to
his website per week, and he is
paying 100 euros per a piece of
content on average. In addition, he
is paying 400 euros per month for
third party company to provide him
a one newsletter campaign per
month. In other words, he is
investing 2,000 euros per month for
his content marketing.

Figure 40. Example of ROI funnel.

The ROI is simple in cases like this,
where a company offer
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products or services for purchase. Now, all a company has to do is calculate the monthly revenue, i.e. like in in
the case above, where average purchase value of 500 euros is multiplied with 12 customers, which gives the
monthly revenue of 6,000 euros. ROI formula is total revenue minus total investment and then also divided by
total investment: ROI = (6,000 - 2,000) / 2,000 = 2. ROI typically expressed as a percentage, so result hast be
multiplied by 100: 2 x 100 = 185.7 ~ 200 %. Thus, revenue to content marketing cost ratio is 1:3, and the ROI
ratio represents how much money is generated for every euro spent in content marketing (Leone, 2016).
Ideally, revenue or sales transactions are the ultimate gain from investment. However, if a company do not
operate in a high-transaction business, it can take weeks, months, or even years to track ROI of each campaign.
I.e. many startups may struggle with content marketing ROI calculations when they implement their first content
marketing campaign. Because in this point, they may not have any conversion data available such as conversion
rates, and rather than focusing on the revenue, marketers should focus first on qualitative and peripheral benefits.
In content marketing terms, this means using leading metrics, or any metrics that serve as a proxy for revenue
(Burney,
2016).
4.12.3 ROI qualitative and peripheral benefits
The challenge measuring ROI without transaction volume, average purchase value or revenue,
is to pick leading metrics that are relevant and important to one’s business. Generally, leading metrics serve as
markers of progress towards a sale, or KPIs and they vary greatly depending on the business model (Burney,
2016). Measuring content marketing ROI also need to account for peripheral and incalculable benefits that
content marketing brings on table, such as brand visibility, brand reputation and customer retention.
Having content featured in an external publication will increase brand visibility, simply because more people
will become aware of the brand, regardless of whether they click through to the site. These people may visit that
particular site next day or be more likely to click through when they see the same brand again in future (Demers,
2017).
Secondly, brand reputation can break or make a brand. As a company website gain more visitors and
relationships with influencers, the brand reputation will grow. This will make it more likely for visitors to trust
the brand, and more importantly, convert in the future (Demers, 2017).
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Also, as emphasizing through this study, content is also responsible for keeping existing customer base loyal
and satisfied, even after the purchasing decision. Especially, if a part of the content strategy is dedicated to
customer service (Demers, 2017).
How to measure peripheral and incalculable benefits is depending entirely on objectives, by using leading
metrics and ROI metrics. Leading metrics could include: Website traffic, newsletter subscribers, link metrics,
SERPS, social media engagement, key form conversions, webinars and event attendance, demo completion,
average session duration, average pages per session, and community engagements such as comments, shares,
survey completions, lead volume, lead quality, lead conversion rate, closed business, subscriptions, email lists,
RRS feeds, app downloads and subscription length and so on (Burney, 2016).
As an estimate, marketers can compare their monthly marketing investments against the monthly objective
benefits of a given content marketing campaign to specify the final ROI of content marketing. However, the
qualitative and peripheral benefits make it difficult to determine this figure as a precise calculation.
4.12.4 Content Marketing ROI for MyAgent
MyAgent is in a position, where they are conducting their first content strategy, and prior online
marketing efforts they have implemented, have not been controlled, measured or documented in any way, until
now. Therefore, they are in a situation, where they have to start their content marketing campaign from scratch.
Because of this, there is no current conversion rate data available to calculate the amount of profit content it is
expected to bringing in.
Because of the long-term nature of content marketing, implementing the first content marketing campaign,
MyAgent must be patient and early measures of ROI should be taken with a grain of salt. It is expected that the
first campaign will start with negative ROI.
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4.12.5 MyAgent cost of investments
The first content marketing investment decision is related to website structure, whether
MyAgent decide to keep their blog on subdomain, transfer it under root domain or create entire new website.
The estimated prices are based on Thai baht (THB), and currency rate from baht to euro (€), is based on date
8th of September 2017. In that given date, 1 € equaled 39.92 THB.
First option is to transfer blog.myagent.fi under the root domain myagent.fi, in such way as myagent.fi/blog.
Actions include changing the URL and the pointers to the blog site, re-design it and change the structure.
Estimated price for this is 20,000 THB that equals 501 €.
The other scenario is not only changing the blog structure and location, but also change the main domain site
structure to improve UX through optimized site navigation. The actions include same as in first option, but also
it will require re-coding all new pages manually. Estimated price for this is 55,000 THB that equals 1377.65 €.
Third option is to keep blog on subdomain but divide blog into three main sections. Actions include re-designing
and changing the subdomain structure. Estimated price 20,000 THB that equals 501 €.
Fourth option, and the recommended option in terms of content marketing and SEO, is to re-build the root
domain completely using a CMS and ready themes of own choice. Estimated price is 60,000 THB that equals
1502.89 €.
While compering these prices, it is good to bear in mind that the same web design services rates are considerably
higher in Finland than those design companies that are based in Thailand.
Only after deciding the domain structure, on-site content publication can be started. Now, the assumption is that
at the first content marketing campaign will be implemented internally without third party agencies, including
processes such as content ideation, content creation, content publication and monitoring KPIs. Therefore,
MyAgent must estimate the value of time, i.e. how much one work hour cost for them. Then multiplying this
amount with the number of hours that has been put into content marketing.
To sum up, MyAgent can count the ‘investment’ part of ROI, by first calculating costs of changing existing
domain structure, and then estimating the value of workhours in creating content internally. If they decide to
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outsource content marketing to third party agencies, all they need to do is add the given service cost to ROI
formula.

4.12.6 MyAgent lead generation ROI
Objectives of MyAgent content marketing campaign are to generate brand awareness through
top-of-funnel content marketing and SEO and to generate leads through middle-of-funnel content. The average
purchase value is 800 €. However, it is not possible to calculate the value of visitor or lead, until there are some
conversion data available. So, first and foremost MyAgent must define what is the meaning of lead converted
through on-site marketing. Visitor can be defined as lead, once any of the following conversion will follow:
newsletter subscription, brochure download, filing a service enquiry or taking a free 4 hours trial. After content
marketing start to kick in and generate leads and ultimately purchasing customers, to calculate conversion rate
they need to divide the total number of sales with the total number of leads and then multiply it with hundred.
When there are clear understating of average monthly conversion rates and the average purchasing value,
MyAgent can easily define their lead value. However, because currently there is no actual conversion data
available, MyAgent can estimate its conversion rate by applying the average B2B conversion rate of lead
generation inbound strategies, that is 3.82%. Because MyAgent has very strong sales department, the estimated
conversion rate for customer generation is approximately 10%. Thus, converting leads to purchasing customer
ratio is 1:10. Based on these rates, to get one 800€ sale a month, MyAgent need 262 visitors per month to
convert 10 leads.
As discussed previously, in most cases content marketing starts with negative ROI. If MyAgent decide to follow
the recommended actions and re-build a new website, it will take two to three months’ time, before the site start
ranking in Google search engines. Also, content marketing should be started by building top-of-funnel content
first, which will not show imminently in revenues.
This said, the assumption is that content marketing won’t bring any revenue for MyAgent during first three
months. If they decide to invest to a new website, the cost will be 1502.89 €. Also, they need to actively publish
on-site content, and creating a blogpost will take time 4 hours on average. It would be recommendable, that
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especially in the beginning, at least 3 blogposts should be posted on-site. In this case, the estimation is that one
blog post will cost around 50 €, with low 12.5 € hourly rate. Thus, monthly cost, for posting three blogpost a
week, would be 600 €. Now, the first month investment costs would be adding 1502,89 € to 600 €, equaling
around 2,102.89 €, without any revenue. Realistically, not significant revenue, if any, can be expected in first
three months from the beginning of content marketing campaign. During this three months’ period, estimated
investment costs would be 600 € multiplied with three and adding site design costs 1502,89 € on it, equally total
investment cost of - 3,302.89 €.
Now, if they achieve their first content marketing objective and increasing the number of website visitors to 500
per month and converting 19 leads per month with industry average conversion rate of 3.85 % during January
1st, 2018 to April 1st, 2018, they will generate 1.9 ~ 2 sales per month, which makes content marketing monthly
revenue 1,600 € per month. This is the first time, MyAgent could calculate their content marketing ROI, (1,600
- 600) / 600 x 100 = leaving positive ROI of 166.66 % ~ 167 %.
After content marketing has achieved its momentum and reaching the target audience as planned during April
1st, 2019 to July 1st, 2019, increasing website traffic to 2625 visitors per month with prior conversion rates, this
would mean MyAgent would generate 10 sales per month through its on-site content marketing resulting 8000
€ monthly revenue. In this point, there would be a lot more content that would need more money to maintain
and manage, and the monthly content marketing investments can be expected to rise from 600 € to i.e. 2,500 €
per month, but still leaving MyAgent content marketing ROI as high as 220 %.
Aside from ROI metrics, the top priority for MyAgent in terms of lead generation is to set up Google Analytics
goals and events for its on-site content. Lead generation success metrics include brochure downloads, newsletter
subscriptions, queries, four-hour trials, key form of conversions, lead volume and lead conversion rate.

4.12.7 MyAgent peripheral gains of investment
At the beginning of content marketing, the focus should be more on generating brand awareness
than leads. If people do not no one’s products or brands, there is no way to convert them into leads. However,
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as discussed in previous chapter, ROI of brand awareness cannot be calculated, but those efforts can be measured
by leading metrics and KPIs that those content marketing investments are bringing in.
SEO efforts are simple and plain, and they can be measured, even without any web tools. Just typing those
keywords into Google search box which company is targeting to rank for, and then find the site ranking either
manually or with web tools. The value of Google ranking can be calculated through organic traffic it brings in,
by dividing the total monthly revenue by the total number of organic visitors. But, even if there is no conversion
data in the beginning, as is the case of MyAgent, it is common sense that those sites that has high Google first
page ranking, will generate more traffic than those in later pages generating brand visibility. In addition, people
tend to trust those brands more than companies with lower rankings and SEO efforts will generate brand
reputation, thus ultimately making the conversion rates higher.
To monitor success of SEO efforts, MyAgent need to track SERPs, acquisition through organic search, key sites
with content visible in search and link metrics.
Aside from SEO, of course creating great content is the key to success through the sales funnel. First, before
generating leads, MyAgent need to focus on top-of-funnel content to generate brand awareness. To understand
whether their content marketing is going in right direction, they have to track KPIs such as number of visitors,
bounce rate, pages per session, average session duration, most popular content on-site, inbound links and
referring domains. These metrics measure initial customer engagement with content on each channel, and they
can be optimized daily.
Although leading metrics the revenue of content marketing, it doesn’t mean they are any less important than
ROI metrics. Measuring and optimizing leading metrics on-site will provide early indicators of success or failure
of MyAgent content marketing efforts and tracking these selected leading metrics will predict content marketing
cumulative impact on customers’ purchasing decisions in the long run

